The set includes four of the following complexions:

Deep Tones  
Warm Tones  
Medium Tones  
Light Tones

Melanin Series will make it more accessible for Black and Brown young, emerging, and professional artists to create figures and portraits that authentically represent their truth, identity, and communities.

To provide representation in art education and make our mission tangible, we have created a line of acrylic paints specifically with artists of color in mind.

Stapledon Arts is Where Representation & Creativity Meet

Our mission is to inspire Black & Brown emerging artists and art professionals through Art Education.

We accomplish this through our three pillars:

Representation  ●  Art Education  ●  Professional Development

Visit our product page

Please use the QRCode for more information and art education resources such as:

Creative Prompts  
Essential Questions  
Featured Artists to Reference

VISIT OUR PRODUCT PAGE

Exclusive deals for...

- Schools
- Non-profits
- Art Organizations

Email: partner@stapledonarts.org